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Abstract. Aim: This systematic review aimed to identify all
published evidence on teaching suturing skills for medical
students. We aimed to outline significant positive teaching
outcomes and devise a comprehensive framework for the
optimal teaching of suturing skills for medical students.
Materials and Methods: We searched MEDLINE® (via Ovid),
EMBASE and SCOPUS databases until July 2019 with no
language restriction using predefined ‘Population,
Intervention, Comparison, Outcome (PICO)’ criteria. Data
were summarised in discrete thematic axes using a qualitative
synthesis approach. Results: Our search yielded a total of
2,562 articles, out of which 25 were included in the final data
synthesis. We provide a structured breakdown of educational
interventions including participants, instructors and nature
of teaching intervention. We also describe discrete means for
assessment of performance and retention of suturing skills.
Based on those we propose a standardised framework on
teaching suturing skills for novices. Conclusion: To our
knowledge this is the first systematic review investigating
teaching interventions used to teach suturing skills in medical
students. After extraction of individual positive teaching
outcomes and utilising widely known learning theories and
principles, we devised a comprehensive framework for more
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efficient and cost-effective teaching of suturing skills to
medical students in the future.

The acquisition of basic surgical skills (BSS) is an essential
element of a doctor’s professional development, ensuring
safety and confidence in the clinical environment (1). The
General Medical Council (GMC) requires all graduates to have
proficiency in skin suturing, local anaesthetics, hand washing,
surgical protective equipment and wound care (2).
Paradoxically, medical degrees lack adequate BSS teaching; an
example being that only 24.7% of United Kingdom medical
schools incorporate suturing in their curriculum (3, 4). In our
experience, surgical societies step up to fill this gap by
organising extracurricular activities, usually with the help of
local faculty. Lack of teaching, in combination with the
absence of evidence-based guidelines, have led to substandard
BSS performance in newly qualified doctors (5, 6).
Even though entry to surgical programmes remains a
popular career choice, medical students are often
discouraged by the intensely competitive nature of the
admission process (7, 8). The necessity to self-organise
hands-on surgical training in order to meet the bare
minimum graduate requirements introduces additional
barriers to an already challenging medical degree. It creates
inequalities as self-organising depends on local resources,
networking, and the good will of qualified surgeons.
However, even after admittance into surgical programmes,
novices face significant problems in skill training, including
limited time, new technologies, techniques with steeper
learning curves, increased patient expectations, heightened
medical litigation and operating time pressures.
All the above have shaken the traditional apprenticeship
training model and forced a shift towards newer teaching
methods, such as simulation-based training. Introduction of
simulation-based training at the undergraduate level has
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well-known benefits and can enhance surgical learning,
however, it has still not been formally introduced into
medical schools’ surgical curricula (9). Furthermore, current
teaching interventions differ in timing, instructor level,
nature of delivery, and are largely based on local resources
(10, 11). It is evident that these factors can influence quality
of learning (11). Suturing has arguably the steepest learning
curve amongst the required GMC surgical skills, however,
there is lack of guidance on what constitutes an effective
suturing course for medical students.
Hence, we performed a systematic review (SR) of the
literature to identify all evidence on suturing courses for
medical students, extract data on the educational interventions,
outline reported teaching methods and outcomes, and devise
a comprehensive standardised framework to guide future
teaching of suturing skills.

Materials and Methods

Review design. This systematic review was performed according to
the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and MetaAnalyses statement of 2009 and Assessment of Multiple Systematic
Reviews’ 2 validated tool (12, 13).

Search strategy. Electronic search of the MEDLINEâ (via Ovid),
EMBASE and SCOPUS databases was carried out in July 2019. The
Population, Intervention, Comparison, and Outcome (PICO)
approach was used to guide development of the key word strategy.
Terms such as ‘medical students‘, ‘suturing course‘ and ‘suture
technique‘ were used. There were no limitations as to the
publication date, language or level of evidence in the original
searches. Additionally, we manually searched the citation lists of all
included studies and relevant systematic reviews to identify any
studies not captured in the original search. Results were exported to
a reference manager (EndNote X9.1 for Mac; Clarivate Analytics,
London, UK) for duplicate removal and screening.

Eligibility criteria and screening. All non-duplicate articles were
screened following a two-step process: Title/abstract and full-text
screening by two independent reviewers (T.E. and M.N.).
Screening at both stages was performed against pre-defined
inclusion and exclusion criteria, guided by the PICO approach.
Inclusion criteria limited studies to only those evaluating teaching
interventions involving suturing skill acquisition (intervention) and
involving undergraduate medical students as subjects (population).
The evaluation should have been based on measurement of
subjective or objective change in skill acquisition (outcome)
following teaching intervention (pre-/post- change comparison) or
compared to no intervention (control). Qualitative studies solely
reporting student or faculty perceptions on teaching interventions
were excluded. Any conflict between reviewers during title/abstract
screening process was resolved by including the study by default,
whereas conflicts during full-text screening were resolved by senior
author (M.S.) consensus.

Data extraction and synthesis. Data extraction was carried out by
two independent reviewers (T.N and M.N) using a digital
spreadsheet with pre-defined extraction fields structured around the
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Table I. Extraction fields using population, intervention, comparison
and outcome criteria.
Category

Population
Intervention/Control
Outcome

Extraction fields

Number of undergraduate medical students
Previous suturing experience
Year of study
Intervention type
Duration of course
Instructor staff level
Equipment used
Performance
Retention of skill
Self-confidence

PICO framework shown in Table I. Any discrepancies in data were
identified and resolved in scheduled meetings.
Data on the population included the total number of medical
students recruited, their year of study and any previous experience
in suturing skills. Intervention types were standardised to instructor
versus self-directed training. Instructor-directed teaching
interventions were guided by healthcare professionals or nonclinical tutors. Self-directed interventions did not involve an
instructor during the teaching phase of the intervention. Studies
combining both types were reported as ‘Instructor-directed training
with home-practice’. The nature of the teaching intervention was
also explored by identifying the type of didactic material and level
of the instructors used. Type of didactic material included video
presentations, lectures, textbooks and images. Equipment used for
training involved either ‘dry’ or ‘wet’ simulation models. Hardwarebased, synthetic simulators were considered ‘dry’ models, whereas
animal-tissue models were considered ‘wet’. The duration of each
teaching intervention was also documented.
Finally, we explored the methods used to assess the outcome.
Methods of assessment consisted of both objective and subjective
assessment tools. Objectively, studies assessed skill acquisition
using standardised validated or non-validated assessment tools that
minimised bias. Subjective methods included self-assessment
questionnaires of student performance or confidence using scales
such as Likert scales. Outcomes were regarded and reported as
‘positive outcomes’ when a statistically significant improvement in
suturing performance was shown upon assessment.

Results

Initially, we identified a total of 2,562 articles, out of which 25
were included in the final data synthesis as shown in Figure 1.
We excluded studies for reasons such as recruitment of nonundergraduate trainees, lack of measurement of skill
acquittance either in comparison to a control or to preintervention base performance, and evaluation of skills other
than suturing. The main characteristics of all included studies
are outlined in Table II. Fourteen studies were randomised
controlled trials, six quasi-experimental and five observational.
The majority (16 out of 25) were carried out in the past 10
years. Ten studies were carried out in the USA, five in Canada
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Figure 1. PRISMA flowchart.

and three in Brazil, whereas only three studies were carried out
in Europe, two in Asia, one in Africa and one in Australia.
Great variability was noted in the number of participants
recruited, ranging from nine to 108. Most studies recruited on
a voluntary basis. Four out of the 25 studies reported that
students had no previous suturing skills experience (14-17).
Most teaching interventions (18 out of 25), targeted medical
students in their pre-clinical years.

Educational intervention. We identified 13 studies using
instructor-directed teaching, seven self-directed training and
five using a combination of both (Table II). Noteworthily, all
seven self-directed studies had positive outcomes (16, 18-24).
A common feature of all studies was the initial use of didactic
material and presentation of the correct suturing technique,
followed by hands-on practical training. The most common
didactic material used was video demonstration (n=18),

followed by lectures (n=7), live demonstration (n=5), images
(n=2) and textbooks (n=1) (Table III). Video-based instructions
were used both in self-directed and instructor-guided teaching
interventions. Hands-on training formed the basis of all
teaching interventions of the studies included in our SR.
Hands-on training implemented either ‘dry’ (n=22) or
‘wet’ models (n=2), while one study compared the two
models (25). All three ‘wet’ models utilising live tissue used
porcine models. One study encouraged active participation
of students in the operating theatre after exposure and
training on a porcine model (26). All studies regardless of
using ‘dry’ or ‘wet’ models demonstrated positive results.
The duration of the teaching intervention, including both
didactic material and hands-on training, ranged from 10
minutes to 12 weeks (Table III). One study did not predefine the intervention duration, as participants were
instructed to pace their own learning (23).
3
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Table II. Demographics of included studies.
Author, year (Ref)

Region

Routt et al. (14)
Wongietka et al. (15)
O’Connor et al. (16)
Porte et al. (17)
Brydges et al. (18)
Xeroulis et al. (19)

USA
Thailand
Canada
Canada
USA
Canada

Denadai et al. (25)
Bauer et al. (26)
Bennet et al. (27)
Denadai et al. (28)
Kim et al. (29)
Denadai et al. (30)
Dubrowski and MacRae (31)
Yap et al. (32)
Brunt et al. (35)

Brazil
Germany
UK
Brazil
USA
Brazil
USA
Australia
USA

Summer et al. (20)
Ganier and de Vries (21)
Nousiainen et al. (22)
Wright et al. (23)
Pender et al. (24)

Alameddine et al. (36)
Bekele et al. (37)
Gershuni et al. (38)
Kyle et al. (51)
Seo et al. (56)

USA
France
Canada
USA
USA

USA
Ethiopia
USA
Canada
Korea

Intervention
type

Instructor-directed
Instructor-directed
Self-directed
Self-directed
Self-directed
Self-directed vs.
instructor-directed
Self-directed
Self-directed teaching
Self-directed
Self-directed
Instructor-directed with
home practice
Instructor-directed
Instructor-directed
Instructor-directed
Instructor-directed
Instructor-directed
Instructor-directed
Instructor-directed
Instructor-directed
Instructor-directed with
home-practice
Instructor-directed
Instructor-directed
Instructor-directed with
home practice
Instructor-directed
Instructor-directed

Seven studies reported the use of surgeons as instructors,
whereas two studies used surgical residents and five used
physicians. In addition, three studies compared instructors of
different medical background: foundation-year doctors
against medical students (27), final year medical students
against qualified surgeons (28), and non-physicians against
qualified surgeons (29). In addition, one study compared
physician-guided training against self-directed learning (19)
(Table III). Six studies reported the number of instructors
used and all of them utilised an instructor to participant ratio
of 1:4 (25, 27, 28, 30-32).

Performance and retention of suturing skills. To test the
efficacy of teaching interventions, all studies measured the
suturing performance before (baseline) and after the course,
with or without comparison to a control group. We
summarised the assessment method used by each study in
Table III. The most common objective method used to
measure performance was the Objective Structured
Assessment of Technical Skill (OSATS) tool (33). Other
methods of assessment included the total time taken to
4

Intervention
duration

Number of
participants

7 Hours
1 Week
40 Minutes
Self-guided pace
12 Weeks

69
48
24
9
65

30 Days
10 Weeks
5 Hours
1 Day
1 Week
1 hour

Study type

n/a
81
14
45
48
60

Randomised controlled study
Randomised controlled study
Quasi experimental
Quasi experimental
Quasi experimental
Randomised controlled study

1 Hour
9 Weeks
5 Days
1 Hour
2 Hours
1 Hour
1 Hour
90 Minutes
7 Weeks

36
20
70
48
49
16
108
23
20

Randomised controlled study
Randomised controlled study
Observational study
Randomised controlled study
Randomised controlled study
Randomised controlled study
Randomised controlled study
Randomised controlled study
Observational study

1.5 Hours
1 Day

61
91

10 Minutes
1 Week
8 Weeks

16
44
21

Randomised controlled study
Quasi experimental
Quasi experimental
Quasi experimental
Observational study

Randomised controlled study
Randomized controlled study
Randomised controlled study
Observational study
Observational study

complete a suture, hand-motion analysis using the Imperial
College Surgical Assessment Device, Objective Structured
Clinical Examination, Final Product Analysis and absolute
symmetry error (34). Some studies developed their own set
of criteria and measured performance using a Likert Scale
(15, 24). Subjective assessments were also used by several
studies, either to assess confidence (27, 35) or performance
(23, 26, 36). The prevalence of all types of evaluative metrics
used to measure the study outcomes are shown in Figure 2.
Only eight studies investigated the retention of skill
acquisition after an extended time period (14, 17-19, 22, 31,
37, 38). Half of the studies concluded that there was decay in
the skills of students after the end of the teaching intervention
(14, 17, 18, 37). Four studies evaluated skill retention at 30
days (14, 17, 19, 22) and two at 7 days (18, 31). Two studies
evaluated skill retention over an extended time period from 7
months in one to a year later in the other (37, 38).

Synoptic analysis. Analysing the included studies and data
extracted from the breakdown of the teaching interventions
as shown in Table III, we deduced several significant
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Figure 2. Prevalence of evaluative metrics used to measure teaching intervention outcome in the included studies. ICSAD: Imperial College Surgical
Assessment Device; OSAT: Objective Structured Assessment of Technical Skills; OSCE: Objective Structured Clinical Examination; FPA: Final
Product Analysis.

outcomes. Synoptically, Denadai et al. compared a lowfidelity suture training model (synthetic ethylene-vinyl acetate
bench model) against a high-fidelity suture training model
(pig feet skin bench model) and reported that there was no
difference in skill acquisition (25). Furthermore, several
studies compared computer-based video interventions to
instructor-guided interventions, and found the two
intervention types to be equally effective (16, 19, 20, 22).
Following the teaching period when assessing retention of
taught skills, O’Connor et al. demonstrated that distributed
suturing practice over a lengthier period of time was more
effective and led to greater skill retention than single
instructional sessions (16). Interestingly, studies comparing
expert instructors, such as surgeons and physicians to nonphysician coaches, showed that skill acquisition was similar
irrespective of the instructor level (27-29). In particular,
medical student tutoring was shown to be an effective and
feasible method for teaching surgical skills (27). In addition
to this, further studies using senior medical students for peerto-peer tutoring and re-demonstration of learned suturing
techniques to more novice students, resulted in further
improvement of suturing skills both in senior and novice
medical students (15, 32). As a result, this allows the mass
provision of surgical skills courses using students as
instructors. Consequently, the optimal student to instructor
ratio as demonstrated by Dubrowski and Macrae, of one
instructor to four students, can be achieved in a more feasible
and cost-effective way using medical students as tutors (31).

Framework. After the collection and thorough analysis of the
data derived from each of the teaching interventions included

in our SR, we combined the main positive outcomes and
referred to learning theories as outlined by Fitts and Posner (39)
and Gagne (40). Furthermore, using these learning principles
and implementing the important outcomes of the studies
included in this SR, we developed a framework for future
suturing courses. Figure 3 summarises our recommendations in
a simple yet comprehensive framework that aims to standardise
teaching of suturing skills for medical students.

Discussion

Suturing is one of the fundamental skills the GMC expects
graduating doctors to possess. Nevertheless, it is one of the
most challenging skills to acquire and gain proficiency in.
We identified all published literature on suturing courses for
medical students, evaluated the differences between the
different types of teaching interventions and synthesised the
evidence to devise a standardised framework to guide future
teaching of suturing skills.
The increasing number of studies published in the past
decade reflects the increasing interest in research on effective
teaching interventions and is in line with the emergence of
simulation-based teaching interventions. This is especially
important given the decreasing duration of surgical rotations
and limited time for training in clinical environments.
Evidently, all studies of our SR used laboratory-based
settings for teaching. We therefore support the shift of
technical skills teaching from the operating room to a
laboratory simulation-based setting.
Upon systematically drawing information from the
included articles, we identified differences in parameters,
5
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Table III. Summary of teaching interventions, equipment, method of performance assessment and outcome of the studies.
Author,
year (Ref)

Routt
et al. (14)
Wongietka
et al. (15)

O’Connor
et al. (16)

Porte et al.
(17)

Brydges
et al. (18)
Xeroulis
et al. (19)
Summer
et al. (20)
Ganier and
de Vries (21)

Nousiainen
et al. (22)
Wright
et al. (23)
Pender
et al. (24)
Denadai
et al. (25)
Bauer
et al. (26)

Bennet
et al. (27)
Denadai
et al. (28)

Kim
et al. (29)
Denadai
et al. (30)

Dubrowski
and MacRae.
(31)

6

Nature of teaching
intervention studied

Video demonstration, live
demonstration and hands-on
training with active feedback
Live demonstration and
hands-on training augmented
with home-practice and
peer-peer redemonstrations
CBVI and hands-on practice
Video demonstration and
hands-on training with
active feedback
Video demonstration and
hands-on training
CBVI vs. physician feedback
and hands-on training
CBVI and home-practice
Text, Images or Video
demonstration and
hands-on training
CBVI and hands-on
practice
CBVI and home-practice
Video and live
demonstration and
home practice

Video demonstration and
hands-on training with
active feedback

Video demonstration and
hands-on training with
active feedback
Video demonstration and
hands-on training with
active feedback
Video demonstration and
hands-on training with
active feedback
Hands-on training
with surgeon vs.
non-physician
skills coach
Video demonstration
and hands-on training
with active feedback
Live demonstration and
hands-on training with
active feedback
(1:2, 1:4, 1:12)

Staff level

Physicians
Physicians
Self-directed

Student year
of study

1st-2nd Year
(no previous suturing
experience)
1st-3rd Year
(no previous suturing
experience)

Model
used

Assessment
method

Dry

Performance
assessment
(Likert scale)

Dry

1st Year
(no previous suturing
experience)
1st Year
(no previous suturing
experience)
Undergraduate

Dry

Self-directed

1st Year

2nd Year

Self-directed

Self-directed

Surgeon
Self-directed

Self-directed
vs. Physician
Self-directed

Self-directed

Dry

OSATS

Positive (decay
with time)
Positive

OSCE

Positive

OSATS
and ICSAD

Positive

Wet

FPA and Absolute
Symmetry Error
OSATS
and ICSAD
OSATS

Positive
in both
Positive

1st-2nd Year

Dry

ICSAD

Positive

3rd Year

Dry

1st Year

1st-2nd Year

Dry

Results

Dry

Dry

Dry

Surgeons

Undergraduate

Dry
vs. wet

Surgeons

3rd-5th Year

Wet

Foundation
year doctors vs.
medical students
Final year
medical students
vs. surgeons

Undergraduate

Dry

1st-2nd Year

Dry

Surgeon vs.
Non-physician
skills coach

3rd-4th Year

Dry

Surgeons

2nd Year

Dry

Surgical
residents

1st-2nd Year

Dry

Positive

OSATS and Total
Time Taken

Positive

Self-assessment
and OSATS
Self-assessment
(Likert scale), and
confidence
questionnaire
assessment
OSAT, and
confidence
questionnaire
assessment
OSCE and
Self-assessment
(Likert scale)
Confidence
questionnaire
assessment
OSATS, and
confidence
questionnaire
assessment
Total time taken,
and performance
assessment
(Likert scale)
OSAT
ICSAD
assessment, total
time taken, and
number of hand
movements

Positive

Positive

Positive (both
‘dry’ and ‘wet’
models)
Positive

Positive
in both

Positive in both
student and
surgeon-directed
teaching
Positive in both
Positive
Positive

Table III. Continued
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Table III. Continued
Author,
year (Ref)

Yap
et al. (32)

Brunt
et al. (35)

Alameddine
et al. (36)

Bekele
et al. (37)
Gershuni
et al. (38)

Kyle
et al. (51)
Seo
et al. (57)

Nature of teaching
intervention studied

Live demonstration
and hands-on training with
peer-peer redemonstrations
Video demonstration and
hands-on training with
active feedback
Hands-on training
with active feedback

Video demonstration
and hands-on training
Lecture and hands-on
training with retrospective
feedback after home-practice
Live demonstration and
hands-on training
Lecture and video
demonstration and hands-on
training with active feedback

Staff level

Student year
of study

Model
used

Surgeons

4th Year

Dry

Physicians

4th year

Surgeons

5th Year

Physicians

1st Year

Surgeons

4th Year

Surgical
residents
Physicians

1st-2nd Year
1st-4th Year

Dry

Assessment
method
OSATS

Results
Positive

Confidence
Positive
questionnaire assessment,
and total time taken
Dry
Self and expert
Positive
assessment
(Likert scale)
Dry
OSATS
Positive (decay
with time)
Dry
OSATS, and
Positive
total time taken
Dry

Dry

Tensiometer,
and OSATS
OSATS

Positive

Positive

CBVI: Computer-based video intervention; OSATS: Objective Structured Assessment of Technical Skills; FPA: final product analysis; ICSAD:
Imperial College Surgical Assessment Device; OSCE: objective structured clinical examination.

such as the nature of the teaching intervention, the
equipment and the level and number of instructors.
Quantitative comparison and analyses were not possible as
we were unable to adjust for all variable parameters. Thus,
we aimed to identify positive outcomes of individual studies
and synoptically synthesise the evidence to devise a
standardised and effective framework guiding future teaching
of suturing skills in medical students.

Equipment. Synthetic ‘dry’ bench models are cost-effective,
readily available and portable (41-43). Evidently, they are
effective in the acquisition, retention and transferability of
suturing skills to a clinical setting (42, 44, 45). ‘Dry’ models
were predominantly used in the studies of this SR and all
yielded a positive improvement in suturing skills (Table III).
On the other hand, the use of ‘wet’ models was only observed
in three studies showing equally promising results. However,
this type of equipment is associated with greater costs and
reduced availability. Both ‘dry’ and ‘wet’ models were found
to be equally effective in suturing skill acquisition (25). Given
the advantages of ‘dry’ models and the findings of this SR,
future suturing courses should not hesitate to use either ‘dry’
or ‘wet’ equipment, based on local availability of resources.

Student participants. As indicated in Table III, pre-clinical
students were the predominant group of students recruited.
Involving students during the first years of medical school
allows early exposure and acquisition of basic surgical

skills. On the other hand, teaching suturing for students in
clinical years can go hand in hand with hospital exposure.
Both categories of studies have demonstrated positive
findings, hence suturing teaching is beneficial at any time
point in medical school. Nevertheless, it is important to
encourage distributed practice of suturing skills especially
for students taught early during non-clinical years in order
to maintain skill level and ensure proficiency at the time
of graduation.

Instructors. Availability of time remains an important issue
for faculty surgeons who struggle to set aside their clinical
roles for the education and training of medical students (46,
47). On assessment of the included studies, we found that an
effective alternative is the use of non-expert instructors (2729, 32). It has been demonstrated that teaching of suturing
skills by senior medical students can have equally beneficial
effects as teaching by expert surgeons (27, 28). Peer-assisted
learning is widely accepted as an effective teaching method
with numerous advantages over traditional techniques (14, 15,
32). This approach not only allows novice medical students
to develop their skills in a non-intimidating environment, but
also offers senior medical students an opportunity to further
enhance their technical and teaching skills. Although peerassisted learning has been shown to be beneficial when
teaching basic surgical skills to novice medical students,
caution is needed when extrapolating results to more complex
procedures and experienced trainees (28, 29).
7
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Figure 3. Framework guiding a standardised teaching approach for suturing skills in novice medical students. OSAT: Objective Structured
Assessment of Technical Skill; PAL: peer-assisted learning; SBA: single best answer.

One study included in our review investigated the optimal
instructor to student ratio and concluded that the optimal ratio
is one instructor to four students (31). This ratio has been
widely accepted, aiming to maximise student learning. Although
beneficial, this ratio imposes great demand on expert instructors,
who are not always available for teaching practical skills.
Nature of teaching intervention. An important variable we
identified between the studies was the type of didactic
8

material used to convey the suturing technique to students.
We deduced that studies mostly used video demonstrations
either as part of a self-directed intervention or in combination
with instructor-guided teaching. We found significantly
positive results in studies using video demonstrations as part
of self-directed interventions, with improvements seen in both
self-assessed and expert-assessed performance (20, 23).
Video-based instructions have been shown to have a
significant role in procedural learning (48-50) and motor
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skills (21). Evidently, the included studies demonstrated no
significant differences between computer-based video and
expert instructor-directed interventions (19, 22). This can be
explained by the fact that novice inexperienced medical
students, can attain sufficient information from instructional
videos alone to improve their basic performance. We
therefore suggest the use of videos both as an introduction to
the skill and as a visual aid during and after the learning
process. This strategy allows more efficient use of the time
spent with tutors as described by the first stage of Fitts and
Posner’s 3-stage learning theory (39). Finally, the flexibility
and self-directed nature of this intervention can dramatically
reduce the strain on overstretched healthcare systems,
especially during times of crisis such as the current COVID19 pandemic. We speculate that self-directed teaching
strategies will gain increasing attention in the near future.

Performance assessment. Given the large number of medical
students attending basic surgical courses and the limited
number and time of faculty instructors, it is imperative to find
a standardised assessment tool that is cheap, valid, reliable
but not labour-intensive. A widely used standardised
assessment tool will also allow comparison and meta-analysis
of future studies. Although some studies have investigated the
use of non-expert objective methods to assess improvements
in quality of knots such as tensiometry, current evidence
suggests that expert-based assessment of student performance
is imperative (51). The most common expert-based
assessment tool used in our included studies was the OSATS
tool. We encourage more widespread use of the OSATS tool
to allow more direct and quantitative comparisons of teaching
interventions in future studies. As shown in Table III, several
studies provided a self-assessment scale allowing learners to
measure their own progress. Self-assessment and expert
assessment tools have been validated, with good correlation
between the two scales (52).

Skill retention. We found there was a great paucity of data
on retention of skills following teaching interventions;
evidently only eight of the 25 studies included in our SR
investigated retention of taught skills. Paradoxically,
evidence shows that skill decay begins from day 1 after the
intervention (53-55). Moreover, from the studies
investigating skill decay in our SR, four concluded that there
was decay in the skills of students after the end of the
teaching intervention (14, 17, 18, 37). One of these studies
concluded that although single instructional sessions
improved suturing performance in the short-term (56), they
were not sufficient to maintain suturing proficiency over
longer periods of time (14). This is important as training of
medical students aims to improve basic surgical skill
acquisition and proficiency to ensure students are competent
when they qualify. It is evident that retention is significantly

better when teaching and practice is distributed over an
extended time period compared to single instructional mass
sessions (37). Retention of skills is further enhanced by
independent home practice with intermittent evaluation (14).
Future teaching interventions should encourage independent
practice after the end of the course. We therefore recommend
the use of home-practice suturing kits to prevent
performance deterioration (26, 57).
Interestingly, the use of computer-based video
interventions was found to lead to improved retention of
suturing skills (14, 19, 20). This can be explained by
students being able to replay videos in slow-motion and
repeatedly watch throughout the technique at a later stage,
which aids in memorisation and retention. Evidently,
Xeroulis et al. showed that computer-based video
intervention improved retention when compared to expert
feedback during practice trials (19). We therefore suggest the
incorporation of computer-based video intervention in
addition to distributed practice sessions and independent
home practice in order to achieve maximal acquisition and
retention of skills.

Standardised framework for teaching suturing skills in
medical students. After extracting, synthesising and
analysing the evidence from all included studies, we
identified and summarised significant findings. These were
used in combination with widely accepted learning theories
to develop a standardised framework for systematically
guiding educators on the optimal approach for teaching
suturing skills to medical students. None of the suggestions
are difficult or time-consuming to implement yet their
introduction may prove beneficial. We therefore aim to
minimise future unstructured and opportunistic teaching. We
speculate that these principles are readily transferrable to
other surgical skills. Nevertheless, we do appreciate that
application of the described framework will not be possible
at all institutions, mainly because of variations in resource
availability and local demands. Furthermore, the suggested
framework was devised largely based on the captured
literature, thus, conclusions cannot be definite. However, this
framework can encourage standardisation of future courses
to allow consequent comparison of outcomes.

Conclusion

To our knowledge, this is the first SR exploring teaching
courses for suturing skills in medical students. We identified
several variable factors in educational approaches to suturing
skills. After acknowledging each of these factors, we
identified all positive outcomes. Upon synthesising the
evidence, we devised a simple, yet comprehensive
framework aiming for a more efficient and cost-effective
approach when teaching suturing skills to medical students.
9
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The findings of this review are of value to individuals,
organisations or institutions interested in teaching of basic
surgical skills such as suturing to medical students.
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